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###
Rough Notes
That Read Like
The Ramblings of a Madman
###
If I was going to explain why this never got written, it would have something to do with
the desire for a story so complicated it was beyond my reach: that, and I simply will
never have enough time to do everything, just freshening this up to pack away and stow
away forever has taken an entire morning. Writing it would take entire months... the
better part of a year. And why do that, when the basis for creation is herein, laid out
before you...

FROM HERE TO THERE
THE HOUSE
DINNER PARTY
THE GAME
THE BIG CHASE
THE RESOLUTION
F-Plus
A Fun Farce of a Fantasy Film Fit for the entire (Freakin!) Family
Frank
Francine
Felicia
Filbert
Fredericton’s
Gramps
Carla
Clockwise = Future
Counter Clockwise = past
Top Down (pulling down screen, like a movie) = what might have
been
Juliet de Antoinette D’rago’agone (my little Jewel
THE HOUSE
Wow! Horses! I didn’t know you meant, wow horses, glad I won’t
be riding in those. We’ll just put these in the garage so you’ll
know where they are (probably important to the plot as well, don’t
you know)

Stone walled front, nothing to see, plastic garbage bins, etc, only
see the once, cars backed up behind horses
Pralines, the crack of the candy world (maybe give to troll)... need
my fix
Elf fast, old man slow, in elevator, level to level, just missing (I’m
coming, Wait!) That’s because he’ll D’gone soon (don’t you wish)
I wouldn’t waste a wish on that, old man. Glad you could make it.
Wind it up = I had to explain a few things to the viewers, and if the
girl caught on... (Bright, promising, excellent. I have high hopes
for you girl, do you have name? After me, how sweet)
Kid playing videos in temple room... I’m a dragon
Looking at passport, what’s your title (all crowding around), I’m
tired now, I think I have a lie down (diner at 8, having the
neighbors over, best decide by then), she’s going to lie, you know
she’s going to lie (No, lying, you can’t lie) I guess I can’t lie,
Dragon Keeper? No, don’t want to be that. Seamstress? No,
they’ll have me sewing everything in sight (telling me a stitch in
time saves nine or some nonsense... or worse yet, (pull down)
Rumple Stilskin will show up (Sketch... don’t knock it)... maybe
mender
Test, bowl, place, cup, pushing to end of table. Oh, no. She’ll just
say, not that type of mending, and I’ll have to clean up. (If not that
type, what type). I don’t know, but I’m not cleaning up that mess.
If you want to test her, you’ll just have to find another way.
House backs up to jungle, freeway, Elvin forest preserve,
Mountain View in front (snow covered, high peaks)
Ferns in Fireplace
Rock Display (moss) on kitchen table, glass covered double rock
terrarium (what lives inside?)

TV is a crystal ball -- hi def, digital, pay per view
Dry moss throw rugs
Elevator
Carriage House
TV Temple Room
Mirror / Mirror
Bird Cage
Curtains (beads, etc) for doors
Kid’s Quarters = wife’s quarters, Elf, (Saddle Bags, another mirror)
Bowl of Incense
Color Test paintings (rainbow)
Bear Skin Rug (how they met?)
Master bedroom, Add balcony overlooking backyard, more skins,
(skins come to life, snow dogs?)
Sea Manitea
Empty Vase Jar, filled with Air Elemental (Birds??, ground them)
Neighbors on either side??
First Night dinner party???
Winds it up first time she sees gramps
THE DINNER PARTY
High Manners for practice,
Boyfriend (Count)... what’s the difference count, duke, viscount,
don’t know about all that, but either you count or you don’t, and I
count (no worries about his self esteem)
Gentlemen, what we have here... arrogant, self righteous, high
formal, pompous discourse (some one does, dad?? Boyfriend??)
Nora (mother) Neighbor, setting up tripod, taking pictures of TV,
paintings, pictures in books. You get the best pictures this way
(neighbor on safari)... some tribes have to ask if they want 17 times

(3 times to be polite, do you want? Do you want?)) very tiring, but
one does what they must... I do wish this picture was in better
focus, come one, enter the picture and I’ll take a picture of you in
the picture, maybe some passport picture tie-in
The wheels in my head go round and round (probably an important
bit of random dialogue, I would imagine). OK. Good to know.
THE GAME (THE ROAD)
Explore house, explore yard. This is where. Past lock, a broken
gate. The question is, do I fix if first, or just walk through it.
Gramps slams gate. Puzzle lock, gramps stretched metal to loop
ends through one another (like winding up, only more pointed and
stretchy)... well, that’s one way
Halt! Who goes there? It is I the Dragon! Oh, yeah. It’s the weird
kid that lives next door. I might say the same.
What do you want? No one passes without my leave. Well then,
come along, we can’t very well pass unless you leave then, can
we? Does that even make sense? I don’t know. Are you coming
or not?
Riddle Quest, incremental progress up the hill (Good Luck) as they
make friends on the way to the top
Vampire, sunblock massively applied, cane, dark glasses (nice,
must be well fed)
Trained monkey throwing coconuts at passerby’s (like trees in
Wizard of Oz), he must like you
Paper Bark Trees, Indian clothes for dolls (or themselves)
Banana leaf (slippery when wet)

Army men, scaling moss covered (or vine dangling) cliff wall
(Mosquitoes abound there (need insect repellent = incense))
If you go straight to summit, you’ll miss the most interesting
aspects of the Southern Marches (Marshes)
Toll Booth - well, I live here, so I’m sort of crazy, but not so crazy
that I don’t recognize a dragon when I meet one.
Looks like where a bum or a crazy person would live. Well, I’m
no bum, but as to crazy...
TEA - with Nora, safari lady, no tea, 17x times
Can you fly? When I’m 18!!
Waterwheel, get wheels in head from hunch
(Ketchup, finger, cut myself, we’ll have to operate! Brain surgery.
Brain Surgery? Brain surgery... to get the wheels out. I guess that
makes sense.
Waterfall -- rainbow missing -- need to add colors from bedroom
(studies in red, green, blue)
Cross Roads - Dad in knight suit blocking the way, down to beach,
up to summit
Beach - Storming the beach, fake marine landings
Christmass Tree Hill (need an ornament to get past)
Cliff Face - Rock Face
Floppy cowboy hat (on younger brother)

Looking at map (don’t know where gets from) Hanging Vines (not
going to do that one), changes name to Happy Vines (Happy
Vibes), play like string quartet
Job = jo, jo, job, joust, video game, jousting for position (contest,
struggle, challenge between two) job can be a chore
House = ho, ho, ho --- house, honor, home, ho-ho-ho (christmass
tree hill tie in), horse
King in Search of a Castle (I was prince charming at one point...
princes become kings, that’s the progression, right?)
Joust - Gramps, psuedo-mean, cane, flash forward to getting beat
up and hit with cane, settle on video game, card game (gramps
brings his own deck, mocking (more of a duel, than a jo-jo-joust,
but what the heck)
I don’t know dad, I’ve never once stopped to consider whether a
boy bought his car or got it from his parents, I mean, at my age,
who cares
Green haired, Rastafarian, nature lover with pink haired, pipi long
stocking wanna be companion/groupie
Beach
Castle in Sand
Sea Horse
Mermaid is mom (dad, you’ll have to excuses me... armor rusted in
next scene, squeaky, etc., she always does this to me.)
Sled dogs pulling Santa Claus character up slope (past knight) to
Christmas Tree Hill (at least first time)
Boats on Beach and at Waterwheel, through falls, one leads to the
other

Paddle Maze, (much like Rago Spagetti sauce, etc, we couldn’t get
them to sponsor... mainly because we didn’t ask... but this way, if
we become a sleeper success, we can market our own stuff
(D’rago’begon Spagetti Sauce... now, with a dragon scale in every
jar... look, I got the scale... Ah, I never get the scale)... brings
dragon scale into story, with spaggetti dinner (low budget,
butchered movie)
THE BIG CHASE
Stupid Dance Number (the big finish)
And that’s it.
Wow!
Or, you know, the dots need a lot of connecting yet, perhaps that was the mountain I
never thought I could climb or wanted to spend my time trying.
No matter, it’s packed up now.
Hope you enjoyed.

